Manufacturers are faced with many challenges, such as globalization, disparate enterprise systems and a lack of platform maturity. These will only multiply as technology advances, offshore manufacturing increases and new ways of working emerge. To overcome these challenges, many manufacturers have embraced product lifecycle management (PLM) or have expanded the use of PLM processes and tools to manage product data effi ciently, with increased visibility and control over the life cycle of the product.
Our Engineering and Manufacturing Solution (EMS) Practice enables manufacturers to devise and deploy PLM strategies for achieving their product realization goals.
Engineering and Manufacturing Solutions
Our EMS practice consists of a strong pool of over 1,500 consultants, with a mix of functional and technical expertise, delivering integrated engineering solutions to industry-leading players.
A team of technology and industry experts perform R&D work that leads to cutting-edge solutions for industry-and customer-specifi c scenarios.
Our PLM consultants offer immense industry knowledge, as well as hands-on experience to optimize customers' new product development strategies and processes, as well as address the key challenges in implementing PLM processes across and beyond the organization.
Our Services
We have expertise across the key engineering processes, covering the entire product life cycle, from concept to retirement. With a fl exible delivery model that can be tailored to individual requirements across industries, our PLM services bring optimization and agility to the entire initiative.
Assets and Solutions Center
EMS has established a dedicated Assets and Solutions Center (ASC), envisioned in a lab environment, which hosts multiple PLM platforms like Teamcenter, Agile PLM, Enovia, MatrixOne and Windchill. A dedicated team of PLM experts focus on developing tools, templates and techniques that aid clients in their PLM initiatives.
solutions overview
One of the biggest challenges in the industry today is migration of data during a PLM implementation and version upgrades or switchover from one platform to another. ASC has developed several tools and solution accelerators for cross platform migrations from contemporary and legacy PLM platforms.
Our tools and methodologies have evolved over multiple migration projects like Legacy BOM applications, Customized PDM applications in various industries. The migration methodology adheres to the best practices and recommendations in Teamcenter UA, Agile PLM, Enovia and Windchill PDMLink Systems. Cognizant has strong understanding of PDM data models that allows us to effectively consolidate applications, reap the out-of-the-box benefi ts and perform reliable PDM data migration within short production downtime.
The center is also at the forefront of creating pre built, vertical specifi c solutions like Material Data Management, Medical Device Template, Software and Firmware Management template. These solutions are easily extendable and upgradable with PLM systems and help to reduce implementation discovery, confi guration, and testing time.
Global organizations have multiple systems in their IT landscape and there is an increased need to have a seamless integration between all such relevant systems to get an enterprise wide visibility. We have built best practices to overcome pain points in integration of PLM system with any enterprise application.
PLM Consulting
Given the strong interface of engineering and manufacturing with business there is a need to approach it through a consultative fashion. Cognizant's 'PLM Consulting' provides advisory services that help clients solve their engineering and product life cycle problems and align product development, processes, systems, investments with business objectives and strategies.
Served by dedicated consultants and subject matter experts the 'PLM Consulting' team has depth of both functional and industry expertise through consultants with up to 20+ years of industry/customer facing exposure and prior manufacturing operations background. This team focuses on consulting in Product Engineering and Life-Cycle Management (e.g. design software like CAD, CAM, and PLM systems) primarily covering, process and technology maturity assessment, process defi nition & harmonization, industry benchmarking & gap analysis, business case creation and solution evaluation. World Headquarters 
Customer Success Stories
Client: An advanced applied technology company that provides engineered services and hardware to customers who operate in marine, space, and other harsh environment.
About Cognizant
Cognizant (NASDAQ: CTSH) is a leading provider of information technology, consulting, and business process outsourcing services, dedicated to helping the world's leading companies build stronger businesses. Headquartered in Teaneck, New Jersey (U.S.), Cognizant combines a passion for client satisfaction, technology innovation, deep industry and business process expertise, and a global, collaborative workforce that embodies the future of work. With over 50 delivery centers worldwide and over 118,000 employees as of June 30, 2011, Cognizant is a member of the NASDAQ-100, the S&P 500, the Forbes Global 2000, and the Fortune 500 and is ranked among the top-performing and fastest growing companies in the world.
Visit us online at www.cognizant.com for more information.
Client: Global Automotive major.
• Multiple legacy instances of E/E data hosted on different technology platforms.
• Security issues and integration problems in supplier system integration.
• Business process defi nition and reengineering.
• Customized data model in
Teamcenter engineering to hold mechatronics data.
• Release workfl ow management along with change management.
• Custom-built import/export interfaces with legacy systems avoiding need of any special integrators.
• Supplier and BOM system integration.
• High productivity and effi ciency:
Automation of E/E component release process.
• Improved control and data integrity: Centralized availability of data.
• Faster time to market:
Web-based real time information access to suppliers. • Data integration with BOM system time reduced by 80%.
Challenges Solutions
• Poor visibility to engineers on fi nal MBOM.
• Delay in status reporting.
• Silos of product data systems across business units.
• Upgraded from eMatrix 10.6 to Enovia Vv62009x within short span of time.
• One of the fi rst in the Industry to Upgrade V6R2009x to the latest Enovia version V6R2012.
• Providing support for production system by means of MKS System. • Enhanced Quality module and CAD Integration.
• Implementation of New Change management process for various customer business units.
• Analyzed and provided roadmap on upgrading production system to V6R2011/V6R2011x/V6R2012 versions.
• Added more than 600 users from other Business Units to PLM System. • Reduced TCO: Leveraged our frameworks and tools for faster PLM implementation.
• Apprx 15% reduction in time to market post Cognizant engagement.
• Increased productivity and reduction in operating costs.
• Flexible architecture for easy functional upgrade and scalability.
• Aligned business requirements with process oriented strategy enabling quicker response to business needs.
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